
A Home Away 
from Home

A designer brings the Music City alive in a Nashville Airbnb 
with vintage fi nds and modern statement pieces. 
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MAKING AN IMPRESSION. Since this new build was intentionally purchased as an Airbnb rental 

property, the exterior design details were created with visitors in mind. With its bench and potted 

plants, the porch invites guests to make themselves at home, even before they unlock the front door. 

GATHERING PLACE. One of the home’s big draws is its backyard, 

with its large wooden table and benches. “We created a lovely 

scene for fun dinners and outdoor living,” Scarlett says. “What is 

it about string lights that instantly feels festive?” 
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A vibrant rug grounds the living room, while a vintage fl ag from eBay 

gives the room the perfect dose of Southern personality: “It is a great 

way to introduce large-scale color and texture and to 

show our pride in our country. We like to do that in the South,” 

Scarlett says. 

  |OPPOSITE| ALL FOR ONE. “This downstairs area is open concept,” 

Scarlett says. Visitors can see from the kitchen through the living room 

and into the dining room. It gives the room a sense of space, which is 

important when there are large parties staying in the residence. 

was brought on to create artsy interiors that refl ect the 

area and catch the eye of tourists seeking a taste of 

Nashville in their lodgings. “The owners purchased this 

home to use as an Airbnb rental property,” she says. “Its 

proximity to downtown makes it a fantastic rental spot.” 

She mixed vintage fi nds and modern pieces to create a 

hip yet curated home that echoes the spirit of Nashville 

and wins the hearts of all who visit. 

A NASHVILLE WELCOME

A warm welcome was especially important for the 

home, as it’s the fi rst impression for travel-weary guests 

who are in an unfamiliar city. The porch features potted 

plants in vessels of varying heights and a rustic bench 

purchased from a fl ea market. “We layered in plants to 

soften the entry and set the bench just beneath the 

window to create an inviting tableau,” Scarlett says. “The 

bench provides a nice spot to set a bag or wait for other 

guests to arrive.” For stressed travelers looking for their 

accommodations, the home’s hospitable exterior hints 

at the comforts and beautiful mix of old and new décor 

that awaits just over the threshold. 

For this new construction in the burgeoning 

area of East Nashville, Tennessee, principal 

designer Scarlett James of The Mix Interiors



OLD GLORY. SOUTHERN TOUCHES, Like the vintage flag, imbue the home with a 

warm feel and tie in with the essence of the historical neighborhood. They also re-

flect its up-and-coming nature with sophisticated furniture, like the gray sectional. 

SIT A SPELL. The bench (which was a flea-market score) can act 

as a welcoming station for travelers. All the homeowners need 

to do is set out a pitcher of spa water and a Bohemian-inspired 

throw to show their guests a little extra TLC. 

A SOUTHERN SETTING

The residence sleeps up to 12 guests and, since it might be 

rented for anything from a bachelorette party to a Thanks-

giving family get-together, a large gathering area was essen-

tial. “The downstairs area is an open concept,” Scarlett says. 

“There is a lot of seating in one spot to accommodate large 

groups.” Two coordinating poufs and a sectional are both 

chic and functional—and the chairs from the dining room 

can easily be pulled into the gathering area for more seating; 

the kitchen counter stools can also be turned around to face 

the space. A vibrant rug grounds the living room, while a 

vintage flag from eBay gives the room the perfect dose of 

Southern personality: “It is a great way to introduce large-

scale color and texture and to show our pride in our country. 

We like to do that in the South,” Scarlett says. 

ROCK-CITY DINING

The dining room invokes Nashville’s musical lineage. Scar-

lett decorated the walls with old record covers as an ode to 

the Music City. “It’s a cost-effective way to incorporate origi-

nal art,” she says. She hung the covers in black frames. A large 

dining room table, selected to “accommodate lots of friends,” 

was purchased from a local business called Southeastern 

Salvage and completed with bistro chairs from Restoration 

Hardware. The wooden table, with the accompanying chairs, 

gives the room a wonderfully eclectic vibe, one that visitors 

experience firsthand while out and about in Nashville.

BEDDING DOWN IN THE MUSIC CITY  

Scarlett approached the several bedrooms with stylish 

practicality. To maximize the number of guests the home 
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|TOP LEFT| LOCAL FLAVOR. Scarlett found this original pear 

painting at a craft fair in Memphis years ago. It now adds a 

rustic, artisanal touch to the sleek kitchen.

|TOP RIGHT| GAME NIGHT. The family who owns the home loves 

playing board games, so Scarlett strove to create an “environ-

ment that welcomes fun. There are several board games in the 

living room,” she notes.

|ABOVE LEFT| SALVAGE STYLE. This Honey sign was discovered 

at Southeastern Salvage, a local home emporium company. “It 

reminded us of cooking in a Southern home,” Scarlett says.

|ABOVE RIGHT| NEW IDEAS FOR OLD THINGS. When pur-

chasing antiques and vintage pieces for her clients, Scarlett 

keeps functionality in mind. She envisions this old dough bowl 

doubling as a fruit bowl.

ART WITH SOUL. The music scene is one of Nashville’s 

biggest draws, so Scarlett paid homage to the city’s sound by 

framing record covers and hanging them in an artsy tableau 

between the two dining room windows.  
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THE CLASSICS, UPDATED. Subway tile, a striped rug and marble counters bring the kitchen an 

on-trend vibe with some period details, like the wooden dough bowl that gives a nod to the past. 

Scarlett intentionally chose marble for the counters because “they will get prettier with age and 

use. I love that they will tell the story of the guest who stayed and celebrated here.” 
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can host, each bedroom has two beds. Neutral linens in the rooms are 

soothing and the perfect restful note for the end of a busy day, but they 

also make for quick room turnovers. “We kept the bedding basics the 

same,” Scarlett says. “It really helps with turning the place over quickly, 

as any duvet will fit any bed.” She found beds, coverlets and sconces 

from a variety of sources, including Target; Wayfair; overstock.com; and 

Bed, Bath and Beyond. For the master bedroom, she layered in vintage 

touches with antique pillows and blankets. “I love the texture and soul 

they give the space,” she says.  

With the attention to detail and the artful mixing of old and new 

pieces, the residence is a special place that mirrors the surrounding area 

and brings it alive for visitors. For those coming from far, it’s an inviting 

introduction to East Nashville and a home away from home.  

|ABOVE| DOUBLE THE STYLE. The symmetry of this guest bedroom 

gives a sense of order and serenity for guests needing to recharge 

after a busy day of sightseeing.

|ABOVE RIGHT| VINTAGE MODERN. A bench discovered at a local 

antiques store gives the entryway a distinctive style, especially when 

paired with a colorful rug. “Mixing vintage finds with more modern 

pieces ensures a unique space,” Scarlett explains

COLLECTED TREASURES. Scarlett gave the master bedroom a sense 

of “heart and soul” with a variety of antique pillows and blankets 

purchased from a friend of the Rose Bowl Flea Market owners. 

Go online for more of Scarlett’s 
secrets to mixing old and new. 
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